Asset Management

WHY CASED DIMENSIONS’ ASSET MANAGEMENT IS RIGHT
FOR YOU
At Cased Dimensions, we exceed industry standards for IT Asset
Management.
Our secure and manned 10,000 sq ft Lifecycle Centre currently provides UK
central Government and commercial customers with a world class
Managed Service for their vast array of IT assets.
We work with you to understand employee, supplier and customer profiles
for which assets they are allowed access to and the approval processes
required. Our Asset Management service is configured within an ITIL 3
compliant Service Desk.
The benefits of our IT Asset Management include:
•
Cost savings
•
Less wasted staff time
•
Instant overview of assets
•
Comprehensive reporting
•
Better management of software licences
•
Government-standard compliance
•
Scalability
•
World-beating expertise
•
Fast return on investment (typically within a year)
Other Asset and Inventory Management solutions place an extra burden
on the IT department to input and configure asset information. Our
software, developed in-house, uses existing data to automate the process
and provide a more accurate picture.
We track all your assets from implementation to disposal, reporting
against cost by department, geographical location or cost code. Our
Lifecycle Centre offers same or next day delivery and retrieval of hardware
across the UK at competitive rates. When hardware is disposed of, we
employ Blancco secure data erasure.
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When it comes to software, we reconcile usage with contracts, often
enabling clients to reduce costs on surplus licences. We also reduce
your exposure to vendor audits.
With Cased Dimensions, you get the compliance you need right from
the start. We’re ITIL aligned and CESG compliant, trusted by secure
Government clients.
We’re also experienced in working with organisations of different sizes.
Everything we do is flexible and can be scaled up to suit your
requirements.
Our world-beating service is matched by our world-beating costs. Our
site in Dungannon, Northern Ireland, is 16 times cheaper to run than an
equivalent site in Belfast, benefiting our customers. And because we’re
so experienced in Asset Management, we can pass on efficiencies that
we have acquired along the way.

CUSTOMER SNAPSHOT: GRUNDFOS

Grundfos is a world leader in pump and water technology, operating in 80
locations around the globe and employing nearly 20,000 staff.
It needed to manage its global assets, including PCs, laptops, phones and
software, more efficiently. Its Systems Consultant, Niels Moller, describes
Cased Dimensions’ Asset Management as “an eye-opener,” making the
company more aware of precisely how many asset locations it had.
The result was improved efficiency, cost savings and greater security.

Your guarantee that we’ll deliver on our promises is the strict Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) that we attach to every project, setting out what you
can expect and when. In the area of Asset Management, the SLA will cover
everything from procurement to recycling and all stages in between.

About Cased Dimensions

Cased Dimensions is a Microsoft Alliance Partner and trusted advisor to
organisations looking to achieve operational efficiency. Cased Dimensions
delivers Microsoft Azure along with Azure business applications to help
organisations radically improve existing business process.
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